2007 ford taurus exhaust system diagram

Ford Taurus owners have reported 38 problems related to engine exhaust system under the
engine and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Taurus based on all problems
reported for the Taurus. The contact owns a Ford Taurus. The contact stated that the vehicle
had a strong hesitation when approaching a stop or while making a turn. The vehicle stalled
several times without warning. In addition, there was an extensive amount of dark gray smoke
from the tailpipe. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who was unable to
replicate and diagnose the failure. The manufacturer was unable to provide a time frame as to
when the parts would be supplied to the dealer. The failure mileage was not available. VIN tool
confirms parts not available. See all problems of the Ford Taurus. Ac is in the auto mode and
recirculation is not engaged. Must roll all windows down in order to clear the cabin of fumes.
Very similar to same issue described with Ford explorer. Incidence first occurred may 13, date
of delivery and has happened consistently upon hard acceleration. Currently, vehicle has
approximately miles and continuing to have issue. Vehicle is at dealership currently. Was
pulling out of a parking lot and hear a loud exhaust and heard it dragging. Looked under car and
the catalylic converter broke off at the front flang behind the mounting bracket. Order a new one
from auto parts wear house. While pulling out of a parking lot the exhaust pipe failed at the
manifold connection dropping the entire front of the exhaust, including the catalytic converter
to the ground. At a higher speed or with uneven ground this could have caused serious damage
or injury. This appears to be a common occurrence with this year vehicle. The connection from
the exhaust system to the engine manifold has failed twice, once at 32k miles and now at 81k
miles. Both times this caused the entire exhaust system to collapse towards the front of the
vehicle causing the vehicle to stop moving forward. Luckily both times I was in a parking lot
going under 15mph otherwise this could have caused an accident on a roadway. I did not hit
anything either time. The safety concern is not the fact that this part fails for no apparent
reason, but the fact that there is no support for the exhaust system between the rear and front
of the vehicle. Approximately 1 year ago, I was having mechanic problems with my Ford Taurus.
The engine light came on. I had it inspected by a mechanic. The egr valve and egr sensor was
replaced. About two weeks ago, the engine light came back on. I was not able to have it checked
by a mechanic again. About a week ago, I noticed that when I started the engine, there was an
instantaneous smell of exhaust in the passenger compartment. The windows were all in the
closed position. I was required to drive with my windows down for a few days until I could have
it looked at by a mechanic. The mechanic found that the egr sensor had melted due to the egr
valve not functioning properly. The vacuum line from the egr valve to the egr sensor had also
melted. During the few days that I had to drive it, I suffered from extreme headaches, nausea,
and lightheadedness from the exhaust coming into the car. Although there was no fire, there
was a great potential for a fire due to the extreme heat causing the sensor to melt. The entire
front end of the muffler system fell to the ground on my Ford Taurus, shortly after pulling out
the driveway. If this would have happened on the highway it might have been real bad and
involved other people on the road. Thank god it was on a side street. If it would have ent in a pot
hole at a decent speed, I am sure it would have been ugly. Fortunately the Ford Taurus was in
the parking lot when the whole exhaust fell off the vehicle due to a melted flang. Was not aware
that we had to check a TSB for the safety of our vehicle. It is still under warranty so do not have
to pay. Very worried about other drivers safety. Could not imagine driving 65 miles per hour and
have your exhaust fall off. I parked my car at work in the morning. Got in it at lunch and realized
that the exhaust had fallen off at the manifold. The mechanic said that it was a bad weld job
from the manufacturer. This is the first occurrence and hopefully the last. I don't understand
how Ford would put a bad manifold on a almost new car. I am just upset that Ford would put a
plastic manifold where it can be cracked so quick and unsafe. The dealer went ahead and
repaired the manifold but what is the assurance that the manifold will not crack again. My
warranty has expired so I had to pay out of my pocket. This item should be recalled to ensure
the safety of your customers. Car had no pickup, then the manifold caught fire. Found out it was
a bad cat which caused it. Had to replace the manifold asy, sensor asy, egr valve gasket, egr
solenoid. While driving mt vehicle with 20, miles, the exhaust fell off at the flange behind the
manifold while driving. I've read of many instances of this happening. The dealership replaced
the flange and catalytic converter because it was under warranty. This model should definitely
be recalled for this defect. Weldment holding the exhaust manifold gave out, causing the
catalytic converter, and back to drag on the ground. Took it via flatbed and dealership re-welded
it back on. This vehicle continues to get check engine light with code p The vehicle bucks and
jerks and hesitates. The car also has been using alot of gas as well which is abnormal. Engine
oil is leaking on exhaust system from back side of engine. Strong smell and oil on ground' 81,
miles on vehicle. I purchased vehicle new. Replaced valve cover gaskets. Still leaking oil.

Service engine light on code and I have a Taurus. The fumes are overcoming. No sound of a
leak and no help from any repair place. Smoke was rising from underneath car on the right side.
Turned engine off and found oil was running down and hitting the hot exhaust pipe causing the
smoke. Car was towed to the repair facility. Oil pan gasket was replaced. There were particles
coming through the air vents and all over the car. The consumer's children have become sick
and the consumer wears a mask. The consumer has taken the vehicle to the dealer for repair
with no solution. Car began rough idling at cold start. After warming up would run fine. Took to
mechanic twice. They did not know problem said it was safe to drive. Car only had 80, miles on
it at the time. Car eventually started losing anti-freeze not leaking, just turning up low every
couple of days , exhaust fumes heavy, white smoke from exhaust, gas mileage terrible. I took to
my uncle, a mechanic in another city and he knew what it was immediately. As I suspected,
head gasket. This is my second Ford. Other was a Ford escort. After two transmissions and a
cracked engine it died two years ago for good. I'm a sigle mom and this is only transportation.
Cannot afford a new car yet. But it will not be a Ford when I can. Ford has changed and is not
the same as it used to be. Ford does not care about the consumer. I bought my car new in Nov I
noticed a stale smell and complained to the dealer and they changed a filter. Two days later the
smell was back. I called Ford and they said there was no recalls on my vehicle. I did some
research and found that my car was manufactured in oct 01 and there was a recall on the
windshield. I took the car to the dealership and they told me it was probably not the windshield
put a design flaw and they had a kit that would fix the problem and they would put a new blower
in. I informed them that I was not going to pay anything for this they said they would contact the
rep. I scheduled an appointment and in the meantime called Ford and told them that I was not
paying for it because it was a design flaw. I talked with gloria and she took all the information
and she told me that she would advise the dealership and also throw in a carpet shampoo and
deordorizer treatment. Transmission not shifting into gear properly. Hard to shift from park into
gear and makes clunk noise. The service engine soon light on the dash of my Ford Taurus has
been on for several months. After many diagnostic tests the problem is still not resolved. The
obd computer in the vehicle is reading for 4 oxygen sensors when this vehicle only has 3
oxygen sensors. This resulted in the vehicle failing emissions testing for the state of georgia. I
bought the Ford Taurus used but in good shape,at 70, the complete exhaust system failed the
dealer fixed it but 5 more thousand miles and it would have cost over On July 31 the car had a
complete transmission failure including all the components that connect it to the engine. I take
very good car of my cars because I live in a rural area with the nearest city of any size 45 miles
away. The miles might sound like alot but they are all easy highway miles. I contacted the local
dealer but they said it was out of waranty and said it would cost over After doing some research
it is a ongoing problem with many Ford's with the 3. It seems wrong for a relatively new car that
I am still paying on to have this king of major problem and Ford need's to come clean that thier
is a major design flaw. S I am also having problems with my Ford winstar's transmission too.
Car blew up when cranked. Hood had to be replaced and all exhaust system. When starting,
vehicle exploded resulting in a small fire due to malfunctioning of exhaust system sensor
module. Dealer contacted. When using turn signal to go left or right signal will go out before
turn is made. Took to dealer and had it repaired, but problem still exists. The turn signal was
repaired twice, but the problem still exists. The exhaust makes humming sound when at idle.
Wiper blade failed and was replaced. My Taurus has a strong smell of fuel vapors coming from
under the hood after the engine is at operating temp!! I had a Taurus that did exactly the same
thing! He could not fix my Taurus. I went to arbitration and the arbitrators could smell the fuel. I
was awarded a new Taurus. I received my with the same type engine. This is the 24 valve 3. Now
as I get more miles on my it has the same symptoms exactly as my did. I have noticed other
people on ypur own web page complaining about a fuel odor on their Taurus. If you drive the
car somewhere and shut it off the smell builds up under the hood. When you restart the car the
smell comes inside the car thru the vents or heat ducts!!!!! I have walked up to other Taurus in
parking lots and they also smell of fuel. This is of courses that they have the 24v emblems on
their fenders. Initially noticed a fuel odor at the beginning of Nov. I didn't know what it was. In
February, I mentioned my sleepiness and headaches when driving the car for long lengths of
time to my employer and they thought there might be a CO problem. We placed a CO tube in car
and it was dirty within 72 hours. Went to local Ford dealership hiller and they had 2 other Ford
Taurus in shop with same problem. Dealer wasn't exactly sure what problem was with car. Ford
replaced the intake manifold gaskets and said that would take care of problem. Ford dealer said
that Ford will not do any more for me. Put new CO tube on center vent and that too became
dirty. Dealership still wouldn't do anything and took tube as evidence. I went out and bought CO
meter from hardware store and the reading went over and alarm sounded. I am worried that if
nothing is done, that myself or the next owner could cause and accident or worse, be killedfrom

falling asleep at the wheel. Car has no engine braking on coast down. In fact throttle seems to
open when coasting down a grade. This requires braking to prevent runaway. Believe this has
resulted in premature brake wear and warped rotors. The last car I owned that had this problem
was a nova, which opened the throttle to prevent no2 emissions. I thought we had progress.
Ford needs a better way to control emissions. While driving could smell fumes, and mold. Also,
while stopping would hear a loud squeaching noise or metal scraping. The consumer stated the
pipe in the flange that fastened to the manifold was not flared properly at the factory. There was
no hanger at the front as the catalytic converter was actually made on the pipe that fastened to
the flange. Apparently, the support hanger was quite a distance back as the pipe could possibly
drop down if it were to come loose at the front. The consumer discovered he could easily slip
the pipe back into the flange. It was as if the pipe had never been flared. The consumer took the
vehicle to a muffler shop to have the pipe welded, but the part was not designed for a weld nor
was there room to do so. The repairman was only able to tack weld it. The consumer went to
another shop and was informed Ford was aware of the problem and there was a repair kit
available. The car free wheels. Car Problems. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford
Taurus 1. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Taurus 2. Engine Exhaust System
problem of the Ford Taurus 3. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Taurus 4. Engine
Exhaust System problem of the Ford Taurus 5. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford
Taurus 6. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Taurus 7. Engine Exhaust System
problem of the Ford Taurus 8. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Taurus 9. Engine
Exhaust System problem of the Ford Taurus Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall
problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Engine problems. Gasoline Engine problems.
Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Engine Shut Off Without
Warning problems. Radiator problems. You could be a professional who wishes to search for
recommendations or fix existing troubles. Or you are a student, or perhaps even you who
simply wish to know concerning Ford Taurus Exhaust System Diagram. Whatever you are, we
try to bring the material that matches just what you are searching for. You may originate from
an online search engine, after that find this website. This topic is a great deal of individuals
looking on the net, therefore we gather pictures from different reliable resources and
understand in their area. The results of the gathering are uploaded on this internet site. Below
are some of the top drawings we receive from numerous resources, we hope these pictures will
serve to you, as well as with any luck very appropriate to exactly what you want regarding the
Ford Taurus Exhaust System Diagram is. Ford Taurus 3. Jeep Liberty 3. This picture we have
filteringed system from great produce the most effective image, yet exactly what do you
assume? We want to make a site helpful for lots of people. If the photo over is not very clear,
please click the picture you intend to enlarge, then you will be taken to an additional web page
to display a clearer and also bigger photo, you will likewise exist info from gambvar. At the
bottom of this internet site there is likewise a Ford Taurus Exhaust System Diagram photo
gallery, if the image above is not nearly enough for you. Tags: ford taurus exhaust system
diagram ford taurus parts diagrams. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. The worst
complaints are entire exhaust fell to the ground catalytic converter fell off the exhaust manifold.
If you are looking for the ultimate in quality and value then this superior replacement exhaust kit
by walker is what you need. Ford taurus exhaust system diagram. Easy to use parts catalog.
Ford taurus replacement exhaust kit by walker. Ford exhaust diagram
c5schwabenschamanende ford f exhaust system diagram wiring diagram detailed rh 11 3 13 c
rock de ford f exhaust diagram ford ranger exhaust system diagram. Related post of ford taurus
exhaust system diagram. Direct oem replacement for a proper fit ensure reliable sealing
performance. Your ford taurus is an all around capable sedan delivering dependable efficient
performance that you count on for all your driving needs. Parts ford panel asy console
partnumber bg1za36ab ford taurus sho v6 35 liter gas center console. These gaskets seal
components in the intake and exhaust systems of the vehicle such as the intake manifold intake
plenum and exhaust manifold to. Genuine factory ford taurus se v6 30 exhaust components
oem parts diagram. Keep your ford taurus quiet safe and emissions legal for less. Rockauto
ships auto parts and body parts from over manufacturers to customers doors worldwide all at
warehouse prices. The magnaflow catback exhaust system for the new ford taurus sho sedan
with 35l v6 twin turbo ecoboost utilizes cutting edge technology from one of the industry
leaders in performance exhaust systems. Respond quickly to problems with your exhaust
system to keep your ford going strong autozone has the taurus exhaust piping you need to take
care of business. At the bottom of this internet site there is likewise a ford taurus exhaust
system diagram photo gallery if the image above is not nearly enough for you. Post a Comment.
Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas
Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact

Privacy Policy Disclaimer. The ford taurus has 10 problems reported for entire exhaust fell to
the ground. Axle shafts joints. Ap Exhaust Technologies Exhaust Hanger. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of ford taurus based on all problems reported for the
taurus. The worst complaints are entire exhaust fell to the ground catalytic converter fell off the
exhaust manifold. Average repair cost is at miles. In between you will usually find a flex pipe
catalytic converter or two a mid pipe a resonator a muffler and several feet of carefully routed
exhaust pipe tube. Your ford taurus is an all around capable sedan delivering dependable
efficient performance that you count on for all your driving needs. Ford taurus parts diagram
wiring diagram data ford taurus parts diagram diagram data schema ford taurus parts diagram
ford taurus. Ford taurus fuel system diagram wiring diagram gp ford taurus fuel system
diagram. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Exhaust components for ford
taurus. Replacement of flex pipe with catalytic converter on ford taurus se. How to replace an
exhaust air supply tube yourmechanic advice exhaust air supply tube. Your ford taurus exhaust
system runs from the exhaust manifold or header flange connected to the engine all the way to
the exhaust tip at the rear. Genuine factory ford taurus se v6 30 exhaust components oem parts
diagram. Ap exhaust technologies exhaust hanger exhaust replacement exhaust kit. Ford taurus
owners have reported 38 problems related to engine exhaust system under the engine and
engine cooling category. Respond quickly to problems with your exhaust system to keep your
ford going strong autozone has the taurus exhaust piping you need to take care of business.
Ford Taurus Parts Partsgeek Com. Honda Cr V Auto Parts. Ap Exhaust Technologies Exhaust
Hanger ford taurus exhaust system problems with 24 complaints from taurus owners. Share this
post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. I don't feel like I should
have to keep paying for this problem. I have never heard of your exhaust system falling from
your car 3 times. My car is 4 years old. I maintain my engine meticulously!!! Out of the middle of
nowhere my exhaust system fell to the ground. I was at a stop light. When i took off, i heard an
obnoxious noise which I recognized as an un muffled car!!! I was about a half mile from the
repair shop and pulled in. Much to my surprise instead of just dragging a muffler like I had
envisioned, a pipe the length of my car was hanging on the ground. I was told the next day that
the entire exhaust system would have to be replaced to the tune of almost a thousand dollars.
After being resuscitated I went online and found these similar stories. It's pm and apparently
there is no one there but sales people who of course can't help me Let's see if I get a response.
No way this is my fault!!!!! Not with the pre existing history I'm reading here!!! Will keep you
posted!! I pulled out of my fiances house and not feet down the road the car became loud and
there was a grinding sound from under the car. I pulled over to check the problem too find the
entire front end of the muffler system was laying on the ground. I could see the pipe looked
cracked on the end not smooth like a pipe should look, and both sides of the connectors that
held the muffler was still together were the pipe should still be. I had to tie it up with a hanger to
get it home. The pipe just slid back in to the connector like if someone didnt tighten the
connector. I am not a mechanic so I cant say for sure. This isnt the only major problem I've had
with this car. Just as I was leaving church this evening, the exhaust system fell off! Thankfully
there were people. TSB available that were able to jack up my car and re-attach the exhaust
system with some wire. They said it looked like the welds holding the exhaust had failed. I
looked on-line but have not been able to find the TSB that someone mentioned. There do not
seem to be any service bulletins on any of the Ford websites regarding this problem I also have
a Ford Taurus, who's exhaust fell off at the manifold at 44k miles. It too was a weld failure.
Here's what I did. The bulletin explains the failure and gives them the part number s for the
"repair kit" and tells them in detail where to cut the original pipe, in order to replace the broken
end with a new flex-pipe section and reattach it to the exhaust manifold. Now for the best part
PRIOR to the repair, the pipe is all one piece past the catalytic converter. Since the catalytic
converter is part of emissions, they are required to repair it at no cost to the customer. I had to
smack my dealership service adviser over the head with it, but they finally understood what I
was saying and they covered the repair in full. Once you reference this TSB, they should have
no problem understanding that it's covered under the emissions warranty. These TSB are
typically accessed via a paid subscription from a repair garage. Your dealer will have access to
them. I will try to attach a printed copy to this update. I started my car after work and it sounded
like it blew up, the exhaust had completely come off and was on the ground. I had it towed to
Ford and they sent it on to a local exhaust dealer. They ford told me it had gotten bumped and
was not covered under my extended warranty, so I had to pay for it. The man that fixed my car
told me the weld had come apart and this was not the first Taurus that this has happened to. I
really am pissed and will get my money back from Ford or the extended warranty company even
if I have to write a letter to the editor! The rich just keep getting richer and will try to screw you

anyway they can. I was just reading about the same problem someone else had with their Ford
Taurus Exhaust. I called a tow truck thinking I would need a tow because if the pipe got stuck in
a pothole it would rip the entire exhaust right off. The driver then used a bungee cord to
temporarily hold the pipe off the ground. Looks like I'll be taking the car to the shop on Monday.
Good thing I wasn't on the highway at the time. How could this happen to a car with only 32,
miles!!! I only had this car for 6 months. I was driving down the road to go to work and I heard a
huge bang. Pulling over I looked at my tires thinking I had a flat,and I heard my loud car. Thank
God I wasn't that far from home. It was scraping on the ground. Next morning brought to a
muffler dealer and he said part of the exhaust pipe needed to be replaced along with a new
hanger. He informed me it was the third Taurus he see
free downloadable auto repair manuals
pyle plrnv71
6 pin trailer plug wire diagram
n with this same problem. And just think it could of happened on the interstate. In my opinion it
wasn't fastened secure enough. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford
dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 5 reports replace exhuast pipe 3 reports ford dealer
had to repair it under the emissions mandate 1 reports was rewelded back on at manifold 1
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Taurus problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Ford
Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint
transmission complaint paint defect Taurus recall. Why are we not told that there was a TSB on
this problem? Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

